Fall Into A Good Book by Jennifer Keats Curtis
On October 8, Green Author Jennifer Keats Curtis joins our students to share her passion for wildlife,
research and writing. To celebrate our reading efforts and love of animals, Jennifer is offering signed copies
of some of her favorite books, including those of her newest releases: Baby Bear’s Adoption and River
Rescue, at reduced prices. To purchase books, please return this form and payment to your child’s teacher
by October 1. Learn more about Jennifer at www.jenniferkeatscurtis.com, on Facebook, Green Author
Jennifer Keats Curtis, and Twitter Jennifer K Curtis@JenniferKCurtis.
FICTION

Maryland’s diamondback terrapin
is laying eggs in sandboxes rather
than on her usual nesting site—
the beach. Based on the terrapin
head-starting program that takes place in
our state. ASPCA Henry Bergh Finalist.

Delight in the tale of a family
who helps an owlet that has
fallen out of his nest. Inspired by
Maryland rehabilitator Kathy
Woods, illustrator Laura Jacques
received the DaVinci Eye Award for her
stunning artwork.

NEW! Will Mama Bear adopt
a baby that isn’t hers? Based
on Michigan’s DNR program
that places orphaned cubs with a
new mom.

Follow citizen scientist Leena
and dog Bobie as they assist
with important research–
counting horseshoe crabs. Coauthored with Dr. Neeti Bathala and
based on a program that takes place in
Maryland. 2018 NSTA/CBC Outstanding
Science Trade Book.

Follow the illustrated,
photographic journal of a girl
and her scientist dad through
the spotted salamander’s
migration. Commended read AAAS/
Subaru SB&F Prize For Excellence in
Science Bank Street College Center for
Children's Literature Best Books.

Alexa and the children at her
escuela have a special project:
raising crocodiles. Based on a
real program in Costa Rica, this
book is co-authored with Nat Geo Wild’s
Dr. Brady Barr. 2017 NSTA/CBC
Outstanding Science Trade Book.

Science doesn’t always
happen in a lab; just ask The
Lizard Lady! Learn how
herpetologist Dr. Nicole
Angeli is saving a lizard from extinction!

What happens to exotic pets
when owners can no longer care
for them? Go “behind the
scenes” to learn more. NSTA
Recommended.

NONFICTION
Moving is difficult, but moving
a sad elephant is even more
difficult! Follow the true tale
of Maggie, the elephant who
once lived at the Alaska Zoo. ILA - CBC
Children’s Choices Reading List
When wild animals get sick or
hurt, wildlife rehabilitators
come to the rescue. Kansas
State Reading Circle Catalog of
Best Books.

Go behind the scenes with these
animal helpers, including those
at our beloved Maryland Zoo.
NSTA Recommended.

Even powerful birds of prey can
get sick or hurt. Learn how
raptor experts rescue and treat
these injured, sick, and
orphaned birds. NSTA Recommended.
Kansas State Reading Circle Catalog of Best
Books.

Gorillas using iPads, lemurs
finger painting, squirrel
monkeys blowing
bubbles...primates are smart!
NSTA recommended. Bank Street College
Center for Children's Literature Best Books
of 2016.

After a huge wildfire roared
through Alaska, firefighters
rushed in to rescue a pack of
baby wolves. NSTA
recommended.

NEW! When oil spills, Delawarebased Tri-State Bird Rescue &
Research experts rush to the
scene to capture oiled animals
and treat them quickly and safely
so that they may be returned to the wild.

Stay dry while visiting aquatic
animals from around the world,
including those that reside at
our own National Aquarium).
NSTA Recommended.
Follow the rescue of an
orphaned polar bear to his new
home. Children’s Choice Book
Award winner. Children's eBook
Award bronze award.

VISIT WITH AUTHOR JENNIFER KEATS CURTIS
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Inscription (How would you like the author to sign the book for your
child?)

FICTION
NEW! Baby Bear’s Adoption
Hardback $15 Paper $8
Salamander Season
Hardback $15 Paper $8
After A While Crocodile
Hardback $15 Paper $8
Moonlight Crab Count
Hardback $15 Paper $8
Turtles in My Sandbox
Hardback $15 Paperback $8
Baby Owl’s Rescue
Hardback: $15 Paper $8
NONFICTION
NEW! River Rescue
Hardback $15 Paper $8
Maggie: Alaska’s Last
Elephant
Hardback $15 Paper $8
The Lizard Lady
Hardback $15 Paper $8
Animal Helpers Series
Hardbacks: $15 each.
Paperbacks: $8 each
Wildlife Rehabilitators
Sanctuaries
Zoos
Aquariums
Raptor Centers
Primate School
Hardback $15 Paper $8
Kali’s Story
Hardback $15 Paper $8
The Lucky Litter
Hardback $15 Paper $8
TOTAL

Cash and checks accepted. Please make checks payable to: Jennifer Curtis.
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